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Periodic Quadratic Spline Interpolation* 
FRANCOIS DLJBEAU+ AND JEAN SAVOIE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = {xi}~=, be a partition of [u, b], a = xc, < ... < x, ; b. The length 
of the interval 1,~~. x,, , ] is hi = -vi+ , - si (i = 0 . . . . . N 1). the meslz size of 
the partition is /[A /[ = maxi hi and the mesh ratio of the partition is y(d) = 
Iid Ii/mini hi. A partition A is uniform if its mesh ratio y(d) = I. A family of 
partitions is regular if there exists a strictly positive constant ;I such that 
;)(A) > 7 for each partition A in the family. 
A quadratic spline s is a function s E C’la, b] such that s restricted to 
1.~~) .yi + , I is a polynomial of degree <2. It is a periodic quadratic spline if 
s”‘(a) = s”‘(b) (the condition s(a) = s(b) is not used here). 
Throughout this paper we will use the following notations. If g: lo, bl -+ R 
is a given function, we will write gi = g(s,). xi + , 1 7 (.yi + .Y; + ,)/2 and 
g,, I:2 =g(x,, ,/2). For a positive integer N we will note Z, the set 
{O. l...., N - 1 } and Zx (resp. Z”,.) the set of even (resp. odd) numbers in Z, . 
In this paper we define a periodic quadratic spline from its nodal values 
s,(i = o,..., N). In Section 2. we recall an existence and uniqueness result and 
we give an explicit representation for the moments si” (i = O..... N). In 
Section 3, if s is the periodic quadratic spline interpolant offE Cla, bj, we 
obtain error bounds of the form IIf”’ ~ s(‘)II,~ ‘v O(lld 11’ “) (0 < I < X + 1. 
0 $ h < 2) which are valid only when the partition A is uniform. 
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TABLE I 
Summary of the Convergence Kesults: ,,f‘ s , - 0(1,.1 I”‘) 
,/‘E Clu. h1.J“” E BC’(u,hl Theorem 3 
(I) ./‘t AC;. ’ ju. hl.,/“” F 51’1~. hl. uniform J Theorem 5 (i, I) 
(ii) .f’E ACi.‘ln, hl. regular -1 1 heorem 7 
J’EAC,~,‘la.hl.f““tBl’ju.hj. uniform 1 Theorem5 (A--?) 
Table I gives a summary of our main results. In this table. and throughout 
this paper, we use the following notations: 
AC k* ‘-“\a, bJ 
where 1 <q < co and k > 0, and 
BVla,b]=(Ji[a,6)-*KIVar(f)<oo}, 
where Var(f’) is the total variation ofSon la, 01. Moreover. 
.f~ AC’:+ ‘*y[a, bl if f’E AC’ ’ ‘.4 la. bl andf”‘(a) =j”“‘(b). 
These results are extensions, to the periodic case, of those obtained by J. 
W. Daniel 12 1 and C. de Boor ( 11. Finally, other quadratic spline inter- 
polation approaches have been proposed before. for instance. see Kammerer 
et al. [ 5 I. M. J. Marsden / 7 I. S. Demko (3 1, E. Neuman 19) and Sharma and 
Tzimbalario 1 10 1. 
2. EXISTENCE OF PERIODIC QUADRATIC SPLINES 
As previously defined. on each interval Ix,. xi + , j a periodic quadratic 
spline can be written 
Consequently 
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and this leads us to the following result (see also Meinardus and Taylor 18 1 
and Krinzesza 161). 
THEOREM 1. Let A = {Xi};‘ o be a partition of (a, b I. A periodic 
quadratic spline is uniquely determined bv its nodal values { si 1: 0 if a.vd onl~s 
(f N is odd. In this case 
(I) SO (1) Sl 
I1 
(11 S2 
(i) S.\ ~- I 1 -i ; -; . . . i 
(2) 
If N is elsen, the spline does not exist or is not uniquely determined. 
Proqf: If we use the assumption of periodicity sh” = s:“. the matrix form 
of (1) is As’“=b. where 
Then det A = I + (-l)‘+ ’ and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
3. DERIVATION OF ERROR BOUNDS 
Given a function f! [a, bl -+ R and a partition A = {x~}\ ,,, N odd, of the 
interval la. bJ, we consider the periodic quadratic spline interpolant s off 
such that s(xi) =f(xi). By definition, the remainder function or error is 
e(.u) =f(s) - s(x). In this section, we derive uniform bounds for the 
remainder function. Thus we extend the results of J. W. Daniel [ 2) and C. de 
Boor 11 ] to the periodic quadratic spline interpolation. 
3. I. Prelir,linar>l Results 
The study of the remainder function e rests on the behaviour of ef” 
(i = O,.... N). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let k = 0, 1 or 2 and f E ACk ’ ‘. ’ la, b 1. If there exists 
a constant C, and a real number a such that 
max{le/“/, leil’,]} < C,h: (3) 
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for(a+lf, fi E Z,v, then there exist constants C ‘k, which depend only on C, and 
1I.f 7. such that for altnosr all x E [xi, xi + , 1 
le”‘(x)l 6 C,,[hj’ ” ’ t h”” ‘I 
,for all I = O,.... k $- 1 end i E Z, (irshetz k = 2 attd I= 3 )t’e rather haw 
11 et3’l/, = 1l.f’” 1 , ). 
Proof: A direct adaptation of Stoer and Bulirsch’s 1 I I / Theorem 2.4.3.3 
(see Dubeau and Savoie [4. Proposition 3.1 I). Q.E.D. 
We try now to obtain bounds of the form (3). A first step in this way is 
PROPOWHON 3. Let k=O. 1 or 2 and J”EAC”* ‘.’ jLI.blf~,C“I(t.hl. 
Then there exists a constant C,, independettt of‘ the partition. such that 
~eJ”+ej~‘,1~C‘,h”~iJ“““‘/~, (4) 
for all i E Z,. Moreol?er. C,, = 4. C, = I/2 atld C, 1 l/6. 
Proof: From (1) we always have 
and C,, = 4. If k = I. through integration by parts, we obtain 
and C, = l/2. If k = 2, through integration by parts agains, we obtain 
and Cz = l/6. Q.E.D. 
In view of (4). it remains to find good bounds for the quantities 
lei” ~ ej:‘, 1 (i E Z’;,). and we now consider this problem. 
3.2. UnSfortn Concergence 
THEOREM 4. Let fE C’ja,bl and f“” E BVla. b]. (a) Theta 
~ei” ~ eii’, 1 ,< 2 Var(J”“)f or all i E Zx. (b) Then there exist constants C,, 
independenl of the partifion, such that 
lJe”‘ll, <C,)ld)l’ ’ IliJ”“il, +Var(f““)j (6) 
for I=0 and 1. 
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Proof. IffE C’Ja, 61. we deduce from (2) 
II) 
el 
pej,l’= [j-i”Lf[,“I +2 k’ (-i)iLL$ (7) 
I I I 
Similar expressions can be obtained for ei!‘, - ei” for all i E Zx., and for 
simplicity we consider only i = 0. But j;+, -jj = h,f”‘(s,). where 
ri E (xi.xi. ,). Then (7) becomes 
e”’ _ el” 
I (1 = I./“:” -j‘!,“I + 2 y(, If’V,4 ,I -f’V;)l 
\ 
and the first part is proved. The second part follows from the first and 
Propositions 2 and 3. QED. 
The last theorem indicates that the remainder function is uniformly 
bounded and Ilj‘- s/l, 4 0 as IId II+ 0. The following example shows that we 
cannot improve (6) without any supplementary hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE. Consider f(x) = sin TX, .Y E 10, 11. and A a uniform partition 
of 10. 1 I. The symmetry implies sb” = 0 = s,!,‘). ButJ”‘(0) = rr = -J”‘(l), so 
lei,“i = z = \e\“l and (6) cannot be imporved (see Table II note the effect on 
lie’/ / ). 
The next example shows that the estimate (6) can fail if the hypothesis of 
Theorem 4 is not satisfied. furthermore, we can improve it with stronger 
hypothesis. 
EXAMPLE. Consider f(x)=(l +x)“.‘-(l --u)“.‘, .YE I-1 -t t:. I --:I. 
When I: = 0. the hypothesis of Theorem 4 is not satisfied and we do not 
17 0.05882 0.4634E- I 3.1594 
35 0.03030 0.2382E-I 3.1463 
65 0.01538 0. I209E- I ?.I428 
129 0.00775 0.6089&2 3.1419 
257 0.00389 0.305652 3.1417 
513 0.00195 O.l53lE-2 3.1416 
1025 0.00098 O.?662E-3 3.1417 
(0 I c”’ 11‘: are estimations of l(e”V , and are computed according to I~(“” 11: : 
maxI e”‘(~,,,)l\~,, = .x, -~j(h,/IO),j- 0 . . . . . 9. and iE %,,I. 
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observe (6) (see Table III, K = 0. t; = 0). When F = 0.1, we have 
JE C”‘l-0.9,0.9 I. f’“(-0.9) =S”‘(O.9) and we observe a great 
improvement of (6) (see Table III. K = 0. I: = 0.1). 
3.3. The Uniform Case 
In this section we consider only uniform partitions. Hence Theorem 4 can 
be extended in the following way. 
THEOREM 5. Let k= 1 or 2,j‘EAC”*‘.” fa.bl. f”“‘EBVla.bl. and 
A a uniform partition of [a. bJ. (a) Then there exists a constant C, such that 
lei’) - ej:‘, / < if!,” -fl,“i + C, IiAll’ Var(f”” ’ “) 
for all i E Zx (C, = l/2 and Cz = l/6). (b) Moreocer. iJj“E AC:, ‘. ’ [a. b I. 
then there exist conslants C,,, independent oj’the partition. such that 
Ile’“ll, < C,, iI3 IlkA ’ ’ [IIf““’ “I/, + Var(fcA + “)I (8) 
for all 1 = O,.... k t 1. 
Prooj: When k = I or 2 and f E ACh + ‘. ’ la. b 1. we always have 
so (7) becomes 
For a uniform partition A, the changes of variables tl =z 2(5 -- .v,, , J);‘lz, 
(5 E [sj. -yi, ,I. j E Z,) yield to 
The result follows for k = I. When k = 2, through integration by parts, (9) 
becomes 
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and. as before. 
(11) 
and the proof of part (a) is completed. Part (b) is a direct consequence of (a) 
and Propositions 2 and 3. Q.E.D. 
The following examples show that the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are 
essential. 
EXAMPLE. Consider f(x)=(l +x)““.‘-(I -,Y)~“‘.‘, sE I-1 +I:. 
l~r:~.andK=1or2.If~:>O,thenfEC,i[~1+r:,l-~~andwe~sbserve 
(12)inwhichk=2(seeTableIII).If~=Othenf~AC,k,t’~~(~l,l)andthe 
estimate (8) fails for k = K, but (8) is valid for k = K - 1 since 
fE AC$.” (-1. 11 andStK’ E BV(-I, 11 (see Table III). 
EXAMPLE. We will construct a function f E AC:,’ ‘, ’ 10. 1 ] such that 
.Pk ’ ” & BVIO, I I and for which there exists a family of uniform partitions 
leading to el” ~ e6” z O(lld Ilk-‘). 
Consider k = 2 (we essentially have the same situation when k == I). In 
fact, we construct simultaneously f and an increasing family (A,,},: , of 
uniform partitions. If (k,),“- , is a strictly increasing sequence of positive 
integers where k, = 0, we define the partition A,, = { i3 krf 1 i = 0 ,.... 3 hn }. For 
each II = 1. 2..... let us definef’3’(x) for all x E (IId,, i , ~1. l~d,,~j I as follows: 
.fc2j(s)T (-II’ ’ if .~E(.j3~~n”.(j+ I)3 kS~.ll. 
II i j= I..... Jh”,’ ham. 
It remains to choose k,(n > 2). 
Assume k, ,..., k,, fixed, hence f”’ is defined on the interval (11 A,, ~1, 1I. It is 
easy to show that f”’ is of bounded variation over (~ILIJ, 11, we will note 
this variation Var,(f”‘). Now let us use (11) with the partition A,, + , . Then 
where 
I 
J-- I 7- I 
x ; (-1)“’ gi(r7) + ” (-l)“‘g;(q) dq, I (12) I 1 ,J 
K i 
0 0.1 
0.0 
I 0. I 
0. 
2 0. I 
0. 
0.10588 
0.0535 
0.0276Y 
0.013Y5 
0.00700 
0.0035 I 
0.00176 
0.11765 
0.0606 I 
0.03077 
0.01550 
0.00778 
0.003YO 
0.00 I95 
(‘I” 
iJ.728lt I 
0.2680t--1 
0.8053E 2 
0.218E-2 
0.5523L 3 
0. I ?Y2E-.! 
0.34901:-1 
0.5386/C 2 
0.17341: 2 
0.4856& 3 
O.I267E 3 
0.321X&-l 
o.x093fz--5 
0.202')t: i 
0.7217 
0.6753 
0.6311 
O.SXY)! 
0.5500 
0.5133 
0.47YU 
0.1638f~ 2 
O.4hX7E 3 
0.12311: 3 
0.3178E-3 
0.8025k i 
0.X 151:~ T 
0.50221: 6 
11.7YYI: 2 
0.3x24t. 2 
0. IXOhL' -2 
o.x477t. -.? 
O..lYhhf: -.q 
0.X6501. 4 
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From the definitions offc3’ and Varn(f’3’), (13) becomes 
e(‘) , -e(l), 1/4+,112 1 /IA,// 0 
6 Yc IlA.+,II L i 
- I - Var,(f’l’) . 
1 I 
So if k n + ,is large enough, we deduce 
(I) 
5 - eb’) > IlA, + ,)I I +(2’n’. 
Since we can do that for all n = 1, 2,..., we define f’“’ E L” 10, 1 1. It is easy 
to show that f”’ & BV(0, 1 1, and if we integrate S”’ and add some 
appropriate constants of integration, we obtain our desired function 
j-E ACpyO, 11. 
3.4. The Regular Case 
When the partition is not uniform, we generally cannot establish (8) 
without a stronger hypothesis. However, without any assumption on the 
partition A we can deduce from Proposition 3 this local result. 
THEOREM 6. Let k = 1 or 2 and f E AC;’ ‘,“‘[a, b I. Then there exists at 
least one index i that possibly depends on the partition A and the function J 
such that 
where C, = Ij(k + I). Moreocer, there exist constants C,, independent of the 
partition A, such that for almost all x E Ixi, xi+, ) 
le”‘(x)l < C,,h:’ ’ ’ 
.for all I = 0 ,..., k + 1. 
ProoJ Consider 2,. = Z,: U Z,; , where Z,; = (iEZ,.Iei”>O} and 
Z; = (i E Z,v ( ej” < O}. Since N is odd, there exist at least two successive 
indices, with respect to Z,,,, in Z,$ or in Z,;. Then we deduce the first two 
inequalities from (4) and the periodicity of e”‘. These inequalities and 
Proposition 2 complete the proof. Q.E.D. 
There exists a large class of functions for which (8), with k = 1, remains 
valid even for non-uniform partitions. 
TllllOHEM 7. Lerf‘EiqIa. bl. (a) Then max{le:“~. e:‘.‘rii $ (&/2) 
.f “)‘(, &tr all i E %, (b) There cyisl cvtrslattls C,(;,J. rhcr~ dppettd ot1 [he 
tnrsh ratio 11. .such lhal 
ProoJ Ilquat~ons i5) and (10). respectively. to /P” i- CJ:~,‘, L 
(hij2) ‘i./ ‘, 2, !; ,, and 1~)” -- e:‘,‘,I <~ [~if/;-l)‘iJ”“!!, Ihr all it; LT. Hence (a) 
follows. To prove the second part. consider 
j” /“ “( ?) dT d& i, 
.I’hen /~j”‘(.\-)i + (;’ i I) I’,/““/‘, Since there exists f E (.Y,. .v, ,) such that 
c”‘(r) = 0. we have P”‘(.Y) = _(; e”‘(r) c/r and ~t”“(.\.)l < h,(js t 1) 1 .f’“i , for 
all .Y E 1~~. -vi+ , 1. fzinally. since e, == 0 (i = 0 ,.... N). we obtain &X)I b 
((p- 1),‘2) hj !‘f”‘I;,. Q.E.D. 
On the other hand, for the estimate (8) in which k 7. 2 the situation is 
quite different. Indeed, for a given smooth function it is easy to construct a 
regular family of partitions for which (8) fails. 
EXAMPLE. Consider ,/(.u) -:: .X l/3!. .:’ E / I. 1 1. Thus ,/‘t C,: j 1, 1 1, 
./““(.u) = I and ( IO) becomes 
For an arbitrary but fixed /I’, 0 C, [i < I. let us define the h,(i E A’,) 215 
so that /I A il 11 t (,V 1 )( 1 t /,‘)I2 1 -- 2. Then (‘11 (‘1 . ei” _ 
(I/A II’$)(/V -~ I )( 1 ~~ /?)j2. But ;(A11 (X I )/2 + 2/( 1 +o) as :Y --t co. 
ensuring that eb” -~ e(,” = O((lJl’). This, together with (3). shows that 
e"' ~ ($1' 
pil- 0.2.’ 
are only O(lldj~). A numerical example appears in Table IV with 
The last result, deduced from the preceding example, shows that the class 
of functions for which the estimate (8). with k = 2. fails is rather large. 
THEOREM 8. Ler J‘E Cila, b],f’“’ E Bb’la, bj andJ‘is ttot a po!,ltzomirrl 
of degree ~2. Then there exists a constant C such that -for all y > I we can 
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choose a t1ot1-utGforrn partitiotl of arbitrarii)’ small mesh size ~(A ~! atttl q/ 
mesh rutio ;* Jar which 
Prooj: From the hypothesis. we can find a non-empty interval .c. (iI c 
(m, b 1 such that for all s E jc, d]. f”‘(x) > (ilf”‘i/, /2). Let us take IV odd 
and jld~~ = (b -a)/[ 1 + (1 +B)(N- 1)/21, where 0 </II= l/y < 1. The knots 
of the partition A are then chosen as follows: 
s,, = a. 
if we note 2:. = (j E Z(: ! jxj. xi, ?j c jc, d]} and use the change of 
variables II= 2(< - xi+, j2)/hj (< E Ix,, xi, , I. j E Z,), then (10) becomes, for 
the partition A defined below. 
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+ (1 -B)/l4 .' 
8 
j , (1 -Fl*) “ (hit h, ,I 
jr71 
\ 
xj-'Z' 
hence 
If /ldll is small enough, we have x,Eq(h, + hii ,) > (d -~ c)/2 and the result 
follows with C = (d - c)/24. Q.E.D. 
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